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Abstract: Many pathogens manipulate host cell cAMP signaling pathways to promote their survival
and proliferation. Bacterial Exoenzyme Y (ExoY) toxins belong to a family of invasive, structurally-
related bacterial nucleotidyl cyclases (NC). Inactive in bacteria, they use proteins that are uniquely and
abundantly present in eukaryotic cells to become potent, unregulated NC enzymes in host cells. Other
well-known members of the family include Bacillus anthracis Edema Factor (EF) and Bordetella pertussis
CyaA. Once bound to their eukaryotic protein cofactor, they can catalyze supra-physiological levels
of various cyclic nucleotide monophosphates in infected cells. Originally identified in Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, ExoY-related NC toxins appear now to be more widely distributed among various γ- and
β-proteobacteria. ExoY-like toxins represent atypical, poorly characterized members within the NC
toxin family. While the NC catalytic domains of EF and CyaA toxins use both calmodulin as cofactor,
their counterparts in ExoY-like members from pathogens of the genus Pseudomonas or Vibrio use actin
as a potent cofactor, in either its monomeric or polymerized form. This is an original subversion of
actin for cytoskeleton-targeting toxins. Here, we review recent advances on the different members of
the NC toxin family to highlight their common and distinct functional characteristics at the molecular,
cytotoxic and enzymatic levels, and important aspects that need further characterizations.

Keywords: bacterial nucleotidyl cyclase toxins; Pseudomonas aeruginosa Exoenzyme Y (ExoY); Bacillus
anthracis Edema Factor (EF); Bordetella pertussis CyaA; cAMP-dependent signaling; actin cystoskeleton;
cytoskeletoxins; host–pathogen interactions

1. Introduction

The canonical cyclic nucleotides cAMP and cGMP are universal intracellular second
messengers that relay external signals from cell-surface receptors to effector proteins within
eukaryotic or bacterial cells. These 3′,5′-cyclic monophosphate nucleotides (cNMPs) can
locally activate one or more effectors to trigger complex signaling cascades in cells that
involve amplifications of chemical signals, intertwined and highly cell type-dependent
signaling networks. cNMP synthesis, cNMP levels and cNMP degradation must be pre-
cisely controlled in cells, both temporally and spatially, to enable precise regulation of
cell signaling. Many pathogens manipulate the cAMP levels of host cells for their own
benefit (see [1] for a thorough overview by bacterial, fungal and protozoan pathogens).
To successfully subvert host cell signaling, bacterial pathogens have developed multiple
strategies [1]. They can take control of the activity of eukaryotic adenylate cyclases (ACs),
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the nucleotidyl cyclase (NC) enzymes that catalyze the conversion of ATP into Adenosine
3′,5′-cyclic monophosphate (cAMP) and pyrophosphate (PPi), by acting on diverse levels
of signal transduction in the host cell [1,2]. One of their strategies is to inject exotoxins into
eukaryotic host cells that prevent physiological regulation of endogenous host AC activity.
In eukaryotic cells, the enzymatic activity of ubiquitous plasma membrane-associated AC
(transmembrane AC or tmAC) is stimulated or inhibited by the active (GTP-bound) confor-
mation of stimulatory (Gαs) or inhibitory (Gαi) Gα subunits of heterotrimeric G proteins,
respectively (Figure 1). The cholera toxin (CT) from Vibrio cholerae and pertussis toxin (PT)
from Bordetella pertussis correspond to oligomeric exotoxins containing an ADP-ribosylating
subunit (A protomer). Inside the host cell, the latter covalently transfers an ADP-ribose
moiety from NAD+ (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) to either a Gαs arginine (Arg201 in
Gsα2 or Arg147 in Gtα) or Gαi cysteine (Cys351 in Gi1-i3α) residue, respectively [2,3]. Con-
sequently, CT ADP-ribosylation modification creates constitutively-active Gαs subfamily
that up-regulates host plasma membrane-associated AC activity, whereas PT modification
locks Gαi subfamily into a constitutively-inactive state that cannot down-regulate AC
activity (Figure 1). The biological effects resulting from this dysregulation of eukaryotic
plasma membrane-associated AC activity vary widely among cell types [2,3]. For example,
the ADP-ribosylation activity of PT has been shown to inhibit neutrophil transendothelial
migration and skin vascular permeability in vivo in a rat model of inflammation [4].
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Figure 1. cAMP signaling pathway and its disruption by bacterial toxins. cAMP is synthesized by
transmembrane AC (tmAC) (soluble AC, sAC, is not represented here), which are activated by the
binding of an agonist to a G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) stimulating the transition of the
heterotrimeric G protein alpha subunits Gαs into its active GTP-bound state (see text for more details).
cAMP activates various effectors such as protein kinase A (PKA) and guanine nucleotide-exchange
Epac, which then regulate various cellular processes, including immune system responses. cAMP can
also activate ion channels. Phosphodiesterases (PDE) regulate the degradation of cAMP by catalyzing
its conversion into AMP. Bacterial pathogens have developed several strategies to manipulate the
cAMP levels within host cells to disrupt intracellular signaling [1]: they can inject toxins (in red) into
host cells that either alter the Gα subunits responsible for activating or inhibiting eukaryotic tmAC,
thus preventing host cells to properly regulate tmAC enzymatic activity (e.g., pertussis toxin (PT),
cholera toxin (CT)), or directly produce uncontrolled, toxic levels of cAMP or other cNMPs (such as
cCMP) once these NC toxins are specifically activated by their eukaryotic cofactor.
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Another common strategy developed by bacterial pathogens to generate uncontrolled
toxic levels of cAMP within host cells is the injection or translocation of bacterial adenylate
cyclases into eukaryotic cells [1,5–7]. The archetype members of this family of secreted
invasive bacterial NC were identified in the 1980s in Bacillus anthracis and Bordetella pertussis
bacteria, which cause anthrax and whooping cough in humans, and secrete Edema Factor
(EF) [8] and CyaA [9] AC exotoxins, respectively. The family also includes ExoY-like NC
toxins. Its founding member, exotoxin Y (ExoY) and its intrinsic AC activity were identified
nearly 20 years later in Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. a.) based on shared sequence features
with the AC domains of EF and CyaA [10]. P. aeruginosa represents a major opportunistic
and nosocomial human pathogen, listed by the World Health Organization (WHO) as
being among the three most critical multidrug-resistant pathogens. P. aeruginosa ExoY
toxin (hereinafter referred to as Pa-ExoY) is among the effectors injected by the type 3
secretion system (T3SS) into eukaryotic cells. The high prevalence of the exoY gene among
genomes of largely diverse P. aeruginosa strains [11–14] suggests an important role of ExoY
in pathogenicity of P. aeruginosa. More recently, secreted ExoY-related effector domains or
proteins have also been found among the virulence factor arsenal of various Gram-negative
proteobacteria [15–17]. EF, CyaA and ExoY-like exotoxins have structurally related catalytic
AC domains, which are non-homologous to the hetero- or homo-dimeric catalytic domains
of eukaryotic AC defining the class III of AC [6,18]. Based on their common sequence
features, these bacterial AC enzymes define the class II of AC that includes only AC
secreted by Gram-positive (EF) or Gram-negative (CyaA, ExoY-like) bacteria [18]. Other
pathogens express bacterial AC toxins to facilitate their survival in hosts, such as Yersinia
pestis the causative agent of plague in humans [1,6,18]. However, the AC toxin of Y. pestis
is structurally unrelated to bacterial class II AC, but belongs to AC class IV described
elsewhere [5,6,18,19], and remains inside the pathogen during infection [20].

ExoY-like NC toxins represent less-studied and atypical members of the class II family
of AC toxins. They use a cofactor that is original in this family, namely monomeric or
polymerized actin [17,21]. Actin is a frequent target of bacterial and viral effector proteins,
which can affect the polymerization state of actin in different ways to the advantage of the
pathogen by introducing chemical modifications on actin, such as ADP-ribosylation [22] or
crosslinking [23]. Its use as a cofactor that strongly stimulates the catalytic activity of the
NC enzyme represents an original way to target actin among cytoskeletoxins, i.e., effector
proteins of pathogens that target the host cell cytoskeleton. To our knowledge, the only
known examples of bacterial effectors that use actin as a cofactor are ExoY-like NC toxins
and the Yersinia outer protein YopO/YpkA [24]. Here, we review the main functional and
enzymatic features and the mechanisms of cytotoxicity and virulence known to date for
representative members of the secreted class II AC family, i.e., the canonical EF and CyaA
and the atypical ExoY-like NC toxins. We highlight important aspects that need further
characterizations for all members or for actin-activated ExoY-like NC toxins. The functional
and virulence features of ExoY NC toxins in various bacterial infections are still largely
unknown and need to be better defined and we aim to provide a baseline with our review.

2. The Key Enzymatic Properties That Allow Bacterial Class II Adenylate Cyclases to
Be Highly Subversive to Host Cells

In the course of the evolutionary selection of class II bacterial secreted AC toxins,
pathogens appear to have optimized and combined at least three common enzymatic features.

First, since the nucleotide triphosphate substrates of these toxins are not unique to
eukaryotic organisms, it is essential for bacteria to ensure that the bacterial effectors are kept
inactive inside bacterial cells and become active only in infected eukaryotic cells. Class II
AC toxins, as isolated enzymes, exhibit a very low basal catalytic activity. Once toxins have
entered the eukaryotic host cell, their enzymatic activity is strongly stimulated by contact
with a host cell cofactor, which is usually a specific, ubiquitous, highly conserved protein
of the host. Provided that the eukaryotic cofactor is present in the delivery compartment of
the bacterial effector at a suitable concentration for the interaction to occur, the bacterial
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AC can be constitutively activated and be harmful for the host. EF and CyaA class II AC
share the same cofactor, namely the Ca2+-sensing protein calmodulin [8,9]. This small
eukaryotic protein of 16.7 kDa is involved in calcium-mediated signal networks, highly
conserved through evolution and abundant in the cytoplasm of all higher cells, with a
total cellular concentration ranging from 2 to 25 µM depending on mammalian tissues [25].
It so happens that mammalian structurally-unrelated transmembrane ACs (AC1, AC8)
are also regulated by Ca2+ and calmodulin [26]. In contrast, (some) ExoY-like class II
AC use an original cofactor that was only recently identified as the eukaryotic 42-kDa
protein actin in its filamentous (F-actin) or monomeric (G-actin) state [17,21] (Figure 2).
Actin perfectly meets the criteria for a cofactor that triggers cytotoxic enzyme activity
only in host cells: it is absent in bacteria, very well conserved, one of the most abundant
proteins and widely distributed in eukaryotic cells throughout the cytosol, in the nucleus
and at the plasma membrane. Thus, despite evolutionary separation of billions of years,
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and human actin have 87% amino acid sequence identity. F- and
G-actin concentrations have been estimated to be as high as approximately 500 µM and
150 µM, respectively, in lamellipodia of mouse melanoma cells [27]. Association of Pa-ExoY
with F-actin stimulates its activity more than 10,000 fold in vitro [17], which makes actin
a potent cofactor for ExoY enzymatic activity. The functional specificities and virulence
mechanisms of ExoY-like NC toxins and those related to the use of actin as cofactor remain
to be further elucidated. For the Yersinia virulence factor YopO/YpkA, which also uses actin
as cofactor in host macrophages, its interaction with G-actin activates its serine/threonine
kinase activity [24]. To our knowledge, the extent of enzymatic stimulation by G-actin
has not yet been defined. The targeting of YopO to G-actin is essential for its virulence
mechanism in host cells as it also uses monomeric actin as bait to recruit and phosphorylate
host actin polymerization-regulating proteins, resulting in deleterious forms of these ABPs
that alters actin dynamics and consequently phagocytosis in host macrophages [24,28].

Second, cofactor-activated class II AC enzymes represent potent AC compared to
other structurally-unrelated AC. Calmodulin-activated EF and CyaA have at least 40- to
100-fold higher AC activity than class III AC (tmAC or sAC), the most abundant ACs from
bacteria to humans [29–33]. Actin-activated ExoY from P. aeruginosa (Pa-ExoY) or Vibrio
nigripulchritudo (Vn-ExoY), an emerging marine pathogen infecting farmed shrimps, also
exhibit a strong AC activity that is only slightly (about 10-fold) lower than that of activated
EF and CyaA toxins [17,21].

Third, although originally identified as adenylate cyclase toxins, the cytotoxicity of
NC toxins may be more complex than originally thought because their catalytic site may
use nucleotide triphosphates (NTPs) other than ATP as substrates. Thus, in addition to
their strong preference for ATP, the adenylate cyclase domains (AC domains) of EF and
CyaA can also use CTP as a substrate to catalyze the synthesis of cCMP (cytidylyl-cyclase
activity) and increase the amount of cCMP in host cells, albeit to a much lesser extent than
the amount of cAMP [34–36].

Pa-ExoY appears to be even more complex. It exhibits a promiscuous NC activity with
the following substrate preference in vitro: GTP > ATP ≥ UTP > CTP [21], and was found
to increase cNMP levels in the order cUMP > cGMP > cCMP > cAMP in lung epithelial
cells infected by an ExoY-expressing P. aeruginosa strain [35]. Thus, actin-activated Pa-
ExoY displays a kcat for cGMP synthesis that is approaching 1000 s−1 [17] and, therefore,
within the same order of magnitude as the catalytic rates measured for cAMP synthesis
for the structurally-related AC domain of CyaA [32] or EF [37] activated by calmodulin. In
contrast, Vn-ExoY shows a strong preference for ATP as substrate and can use CTP with
lower efficiency [21], thus behaving like EF and CyaA concerning its substrate specificity
(Figure 2).
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The cyclic pyrimidine nucleotides cytidine 3′,5′-cyclic monophosphate (cCMP) and
uridine 3′,5′-cyclic monophosphate (cUMP) have now been unequivocally identified in
mammalian cells, but the specific signaling functions and effectors regulated by these non-
canonical cNMPs in cells are largely unknown and are only beginning to emerge (to see for
recent reviews [44–46]). Thus, the potential interest of these toxins in modulating cCMP
or cUMP levels in eukaryotic cells remains to be characterized in detail and represents an
exciting area of future research [44,45]. To date, most of the cytotoxicity mechanisms and
molecular signaling pathways affected in eukaryotic cells invaded by CyaA, EF, and ExoY
NC toxins have been associated primarily to cAMP-dependent signaling pathways. The
CyaA and EF enzymes, which have been studied for some time, are important models for
understanding the broad spectrum of cytotoxicity that their calmodulin-triggered adenylate
or nucleotidyl cyclase activity can cause in various eukaryotic cell types, including their
numerous effects on the host cytoskeleton regulation.

3. Calmodulin (CaM)-Activated Bacterial Toxins
3.1. CyaA, an Adenylate Cyclase Virulence Factor from Bordetella pertussis

The Adenylate cyclase toxin, CyaA, is one of the virulence factors secreted by Bor-
detella pertussis, the bacterial pathogen responsible for the contagious disease, whooping
cough [47]. CyaA is a 1706-residue-long protein secreted via a Type I secretion system (T1SS)
that contains five distinct functional domains: an N-terminal catalytic AC domain, two
consecutive domains, called translocation (T) and hydrophobic pore-forming (H) regions
involved in interactions with membrane and translocation of the AC domain, an acylation
region (A) that is acylated to convert proCyaA into an active toxin and a C-terminal RTX
domain with low intrinsic hemolytic activity [48] (Figure 2).

CyaA binds, via its C-terminal RTX domain to the cell surface receptor CD11b/CD18
(CR3, αMβ2 integrin, or Mac-1) [49] of cells of the innate immune system, which are
therefore natural targets of the toxin. Binding to receptor precedes CyaA interaction
with membrane and insertion of the hydrophobic and translocation domains into the
membrane, which allows the translocation of the AC domain into the submembranous
space through the pore created by the hydrophobic domain (Figure 3A). Translocation of
CyaA into cells lacking CD11b/CD18 receptors, such as erythrocytes or epithelial cells,
occurs with a lower efficiency and remains to be elucidated in detail. In 2010, Eby et al.
showed that CyaA translocates into polarized epithelial cells by interacting with membrane
lipids across their basolateral membranes and with little or no translocation through apical
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membrane [50]. CyaA was also proposed to be delivered to epithelial cells through bacterial
outer membrane vesicles (OMV) [51]. The cytotoxicity of CyaA is thought to be mainly
due to its ability to increase intracellular cAMP in host cells [48]. It has been suggested
that once translocated, CyaA remains associated to the plasma membrane [40,52]. In the
host cell, CyaA becomes activated upon interaction with calmodulin (CaM) [9], a calcium
sensor and signaling protein expressed in all eukaryotic cells and regulating many cellular
processes. Structurally, CaM is composed of two globular domains (N- and C-terminal),
each containing two calcium-binding sites connected by a flexible α-helix.

A recent study suggested that CyaA exists in at least two conformations, each with
a different CaM binding affinity (Kd = 60 nM for lower affinity form and Kd = 0.06 nM
for higher affinity form) and activation potential [32]. Once activated, both CaM-activated
toxins, CyaA and EF, exhibit an AC activity that is about three orders of magnitude higher
than that of ACs of host cells [37,53]. These toxins then produce supraphysiological
amounts of cAMP, thereby interfering with intracellular signaling in infected cells.
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Figure 3. Mode of cell entry of CyaA and EF and their impact on cellular cAMP signaling cascades
on immune cells. (A) cAMP-mediated processes disrupted by B. pertussis CyaA NC toxin. CyaA is
one of the three major virulence factors that contribute to B. pertussis infection along with pertussis
toxin (PT) and tracheal cytotoxin (TCT). A schematic of CyaA secretion through the T1SS and its cell
entry mechanism, explained in detail in the text (Section 3.1), is shown here. Physiological signaling
cascades are represented by black arrows for positive regulation, and the effects of bacterial toxins on
signal transduction by red arrows for positive regulation, or red T-shaped bar for inhibition. A red
question mark is added when the molecular mechanism is still unknown. CyaA-provoked cAMP
accumulation disrupts the action of immune cells: CyaA disrupts the inflammatory response [54,55],
inhibits both FcR- and CR3-mediated phagocytosis [42,56–61] and the microbicidal activity of these
cells including the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) [62,63]. (B) cAMP-mediated processes
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disrupted by B. anthracis EF NC toxin. EF and LF, two virulence factors secreted by B. anthracis, require
the protective antigen (PA) for their cellular uptake as explained in the text (Section 3.3). Like CyaA,
EF also interferes with the immune response and affects processes such as T cell activation [64–67],
phagocytosis [42,68], cytokine [69] and ROS production [70], thus contributing to bacteria survival.
Both CyaA and EF stimulate CREB phosphorylation leading to an increase in the expression of the
CDK inhibitor p27Kip1 and a decrease in the amount of Cyclin D1, both of which cause cell cycle
arrest [71].

3.2. Disruption of cAMP Signaling Pathway by CyaA and Its Role in Pathogenesis

By disrupting cAMP signaling, CyaA suppresses the initial responses of the innate
immune system in the early stages of infection and promotes bacterial colonization, prolif-
eration and dissemination. CyaA reprograms the expression of inflammatory cytokines
and chemokines in immune cells: the toxin stimulates the production of anti-inflammatory
cytokine IL-10 and inhibits production of pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-12, TNFα and
chemokine CCL3 by macrophages and dendritic cells [54] (Figure 3A). Bryn et al., 2006
showed that secretion of TNFα, IL-12 and chemokines by monocytes was inhibited via
the signaling pathways dependent on protein kinase A (PKA, also known as cyclic AMP-
dependent protein kinase) [55].

Several studies have shown that CyaA inhibits phagocytosis. In this context, CyaA in-
hibits both FcR (Fc receptor) and CR3 (Complement Receptor 3)-mediated phagocytosis [58].
This effect is associated to actin cytoskeleton rearrangement and massive membrane ruffling
in macrophages, which is triggered by the inhibition of RhoA and activation of cofilin, an
actin-binding protein (ABP) that triggers severing and depolymerization of older filaments
enriched in ADP-actin subunits [58]. In 2015, Osicka et al. investigated how CyaA inhibits
CR3-mediated phagocytosis [60]. Binding of endogenous ligands to the CR3 (CD11b/CD18)
receptor induces activation of Syk tyrosine kinase and downstream signaling involved in
phagocytosis. CyaA exploits the physiological role of CR3 by binding to a different site than
the I-domain used by endogenous ligands. In addition, CyaA-produced cAMP inhibits
CR3-mediated Syk activation and its signaling pathway (Figure 3A). The Syk tyrosine
kinase pathway also plays an important role in FcR-mediated phagocytosis. The effectors
and downstream signaling proteins involved in the cAMP-mediated inactivation of Syk by
CyaA remain to be further investigated. Since both Epac1, the cAMP-regulated guanine
exchange factor (GEF) of the small GTPase Rap1 and PKA pathways inhibit FcR-induced
phagocytosis in monocyte-derived macrophages [55], each or both of these cAMP effectors
could be manipulated by CyaA to inhibit Syk. In the PKA pathway, CyaA AC activity
leads to activation of the non-receptor phosphatase SHP-1, which is involved in Syk in-
activation and inhibition of FcR-mediated phagocytosis [57] (Figure 3A). Recent findings
by Hasan et al. have contributed to a better understanding of the effect of CyaA on the
Syk tyrosine kinase signaling pathway and the various effector molecules [42]. In the
THP-1 monocyte cell line, cAMP inhibits phosphorylation (activation) of both Syk and the
Rho GTPase-specific GEF (RhoGEF) Vav, two mediators involved on opsonophagocyto-
sis. Syk directly interacts and activates Vav by phosphorylation. Vav RhoGEF activation
stimulates the transition of Rac-1 GTPase to its active GTP-bound state, which leads to
actin cytoskeleton rearrangements necessary for phagocytosis [56] (Figure 3A). Rac-1-GTP
activates the WASP family member, Scar/WAVE that induces recruitment and activation
of the branched F-actin nucleation complex Arp2/3, which leads to assembly of actin
filaments that drives pseudopods extension to enclose the opsonized prey [61]. CyaA also
inhibits phosphorylation (activation) of the non-receptor protein tyrosine kinase Pyk2 [42].
Syk (and Src kinases) contributes to activation of Pyk2 that activates the Rho/WASP path-
way of actin polymerization inducing actin cytoskeleton reorganization in immune cells
required for phagocytosis and other processes such as migration and degranulation [59]
(Figure 3A). CyaA can therefore disable phagocytosis by inhibiting phosphorylation of
crucial signaling effectors involved in phagocytosis of opsonized targets. CyaA is also
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capable of inducing apoptosis of macrophages. Increase in cAMP levels by CyaA induces
PKA-dependent activation of SHP-1 that will inactivate ERK1/2 and consequently lead to
accumulation of the pro-apoptic protein BimEL. This accumulation could also be due to
direct phosphorylation of BimEL by PKA. This leads to activation and insertion of Bax into
mitochondrial membrane, ultimately leading to apoptosis [72]. Another consequence of
CyaA’s AC activity is the cell cycle arrest of macrophages induced by different mechanisms.
One of the proposed mechanisms is that activation of PKA by cAMP triggers an increase
in CREB (cAMP response element-binding protein) phosphorylation and inhibition of
ERK1/2 phosphorylation, which in turn leads to a decrease in Cyclin D1, contributing to
the regulation of entry into S phase of cell cycle. CREB phosphorylation also leads to an
increase in the CDK inhibitor p27Kip1, which impairs the G1-S cell cycle transition [71]
(Figure 3A).

CyaA inhibits ROS production by neutrophils, which can be induced by different
signaling cascades (FcR, CR3 receptors) (Figure 3A). CyaA-generated cAMP inhibits ROS
production mainly by activating Epac signaling. Epac leads to inhibition of Phospholipase
C (PLC) preventing activation of PKC, which normally contributes to the assembly and
activation of NADPH oxidase and consequently to ROS production, which is required to
kill invading pathogens [62]. PKA may also contribute to inhibition of ROS production by
activating phosphatase SHP-1 [62]. This phosphatase could inactivate ERK thus preventing
NADPH oxidase activation. Cerny et al., 2015 [63] showed that B. pertussis can survive
NO-mediated intracellular killing by PKA-dependent activation of SHP-1 in response to
CyaA-induced increase in cAMP levels. The proposed model of this mechanism states that
SHP-1 leads to inactivation of the transcription factor AP-1, preventing iNOS expression
and NO production.

CyaA also neutralizes the host’s adaptive immune defenses. This toxin impairs T-cell
activation and chemotaxis via the cAMP/PKA signaling pathway [73] (Figure 3A). The
MAP Kinase pathway, one of the effector cascades activated by TCR-signaling, plays a
central role in T-cell activation [74]. CyaA inhibits TCR-dependent ERK (MAPK) acti-
vation in T lymphocytes [73] via cAMP-PKA signaling. The chemokine receptor (class
A GPCRs) network plays a key role in T-cell trafficking and recruitment [75]: upon acti-
vation, chemokine receptors inhibit cAMP/PKA signaling and activate the MAP kinase
pathway that regulates actin cytoskeleton rearrangement and cell motility [76]. By acti-
vating the cAMP-PKA-dependent pathway, CyaA inhibits CXCR4-dependent ERK1/2
phosphorylation, thereby inhibiting T-cell chemotaxis [73].

While immune cells appear to be the main target of CyaA, this AC toxin is also capable
of entering and disabling non-immune cells. Recently, Angely et al. showed that CyaA
induces in alveolar epithelial cells (cell line A549), a rearrangement of actin cytoskeleton as
well as a reduction in focal adhesions leading to cell rounding and an increase in cytoskele-
ton stiffness, which consequently results in an inhibition of cell motility and impairment of
their wound healing ability [77]. Hasan et al. also studied the role of CyaA in disrupting
the epithelial barrier [78]. They showed that CyaA, through its cAMP signaling, disrupts
the barrier function of bronchial cells (cell line VA10) by compromising the integrity of
tight junctions. cAMP-signaling of CyaA also inhibits the production of proinflammatory
cytokines (TNFα, IL-1β, IL-8) and induces actin cytoskeleton rearrangement in these epithe-
lial cells. Reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton may be one of the elements contributing
to the reduction in transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) and barrier disruption.

3.3. Edema Factor (EF), an Invasive Adenylyl Cyclase from Bacillus anthracis

Edema Factor (EF) is a 92-kDa AC toxin secreted by Bacillus anthracis, the causative
agent of anthrax. The two anthrax toxins, Edema toxin (ET) and Lethal toxin (LT), play a
central role in the pathogenesis of anthrax and they derive from binary combinations of the
three exotoxin components of the anthrax toxin complex secreted by this pathogen: Edema
Factor (EF), Lethal Factor (LF) and peptide antigen (PA). ET is the combination of PA and
EF, while LT is the combination of PA and LF. PA plays a key role in the internalization of
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the other two components into host cells (Figure 3B). The 83-kDa form of PA (PA83) binds
the surface receptors ANTXR1 (or TEM8) [79] and ANTXR2 (or CMG2) [80], which are
expressed by many cell types. PA83 is then cleaved by a furin-like protease releasing a
20-kDa domain (PA20) that allows the 63-kDa fragment of PA (PA63) to become heptameric
while remaining bound to the receptor. PA63 heptamer, containing three binding sites,
binds EF and LF competitively and the PA63-EF or PA63-LF complexes enter host cells
through clathrin-mediated endocytosis. The acidic environment of the endosomes leads to
a conformational change of the PA molecules, resulting in the insertion of a loop into the
endosomal lipid bilayer and the formation of a pore [81]. EF or LF end up in perinuclear
late endosomes and are then translocated into host cell through these pores [82]: EF remains
bound to the membranes of late endosomes [41] and generates a perinuclear cAMP pool
upon activation by calmodulin [8,40]. In contrast, LF diffuses into the host cell cytosol [41]
(Figure 3B).

The structural architecture of EF is simpler than that of CyaA and can be divided into
three modular domains: a 30-kDa N-terminal PA binding domain (PABD), a 43-kDa AC
domain, and a C-terminal 17-kDa helical domain [6] (Figure 2). The N-terminal 30-kDa
helical domain shows homology with the N-terminal domain of LF and is involved in the
association of EF with protective antigen for host cell entry (Figure 3B). Both the AC and
C-terminal helical domains are involved in the calmodulin interaction [37] (as detailed
in Section 5.2), and EF AC domain displays 32% sequence identity with the 39-kDa AC
domain of CyaA. Originally identified as a potent AC [8], EF may also exhibit modest
cytidylyl-cyclase activity and consequently lead to an increase in cCMP in eukaryotic
cells similar to CyaA AC domain [34–36]. The different localization of EF and CyaA in
perinuclear late endosomes and at the subplasma membrane of infected cells, respectively,
contributes to tune locally different subversion of cNMP-dependent host cell effectors and
signaling pathways.

3.4. Disruption of cAMP Signaling Pathway by EF and Its Role in the Pathogenesis

Similar to the CyaA AC domain, the enzymatic activity of the EF AC domain con-
tributes to disrupting host innate immune defenses and enabling successful invasion of
host cells by B. anthracis. ET, the combination of PA and EF, has been shown to abolish
production of pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-12 by dendritic cells and to disrupt their
chemokine network (CXCL8, CCL2, CCL3, CCL4 and CCL5) [69], which may explain the
effect of EF on T-cell activation [64] (Figure 3B).

ET inhibits phagocytosis of macrophages by activating both PKA and Epac signaling
pathways [68] (Figure 3B). Inhibition of phagocytosis is accompanied by a reduction in
macrophage spreading response and F-actin content. EF partially inhibits (by 50%) the
phosphorylation of Syk, Pyk2 and Vav, effectors involved in opsonized phagocytosis,
whereas CyaA completely inhibits the phosphorylation of these effectors in macrophages,
as mentioned earlier [42]. One hypothesis to explain this difference between these two
AC toxins is their different cellular localization [42]: the cAMP pool produced by CyaA at
the subplasma membrane level and that of EF in the perinuclear region [40] may lead to a
different modulation of the phagocytosis cascades.

Gray and Hewlett showed that ET, like CyaA, induces cell cycle arrest by impairing
the G1-S transition via the same mechanism previously described for CyaA (Figure 3) [71].

ET also inhibits the oxidative burst (ROS) of neutrophils by inhibiting NADPH oxidase
activity as a consequence of effects on the cAMP/PKA signaling [70] (Figure 3B). EF, like
CyaA, inhibits the adaptive immune response of host cells. ET blocks T-cell activation
in response to TCR stimulation [64]. ET-generated cAMP activates PKA, which in turn
inhibits Raf [65], the first effector of the MAP kinase cascade, leading to the inactivation of
the endpoint ERK1/2 [67] and thus inhibition of T-cell activation, cytokine production and
proliferation (Figure 3B). PKA can also inhibit the GTPase Rho, resulting in inhibition of
MAP kinase cascades, the endpoints of which are p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK) and Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), which normally contribute to inhibition of T-cell
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activation and cytoskeleton rearrangement [66]. EF inhibits T-cell chemotaxis by disrupting
chemokine/chemokine receptor pathways [83]: this effect could be due to the disruption of
MAP kinase cascades via activation of PKA by EF [66].

B-lymphocytes are also a target of ET because Edema toxin inhibits B cell migration
and proliferation and modulates their cytokine production [84].

EF is also responsible for suppressive effects on endothelial cells. In these cells, both
anthrax toxins, ET and LT, act synergistically to disrupt Rab-11-dependent trafficking,
which is responsible for transporting important junctional proteins, such as the adhesion of
protein E-cadherin to adherens junctions (AJ) in endothelial cells, resulting in the weakening
of AJ [85]. A more recent study provides us with more mechanistic details of the effect of
ET on the Rab-11-dependent transport: this toxin activates the PKA pathway and blocks
interaction of the small GTPase Rab-11 with its effectors Rip11 and Sec15 [86]. Sec15 is an
exocyst complex component recognizing vesicle-associated Rab GTPases (such as Rab11)
and helps docking secretory vesicles and subsequently initiates its fusion with plasma
membrane. Epac is also involved in the inhibition of this delivery process by preventing
vesicle fusion at the cell surface. In 2011, Maddugoda et al., showed that ET disrupts the
endothelium barrier also by inducing formation of transendothelial cell macroaperture
(TEM) tunnels through the cAMP-signaling pathway [87]. Transcellular tunnels are known
to contribute to particle exchange and are used by leukocytes during transcellular migration
through endothelial cells [88]. Many bacterial pathogens secrete toxins that are capable of
triggering and opening these tunnels in order to increase vascular permeability and promote
bacterial dissemination. The actin cytoskeleton plays a key role in regulating endothelial
barrier function and is often hijacked by bacterial pathogens. ET must hijack the actin
cytoskeleton in order to cause the formation of these tunnels. Indeed, it has been shown that
F-actin accumulates around TEM tunnels during the opening phase and a stiff actomyosin
bundle encircles these tunnels [89] controlling their size. ADP-ribosylation and subsequent
inhibition of the small GTPase RhoA by EDIN (Epidermal cell Differentiation INhibitor)
toxin from Staphylococcus aureus leads to the disruption of actin cables and macroaperture
formation in endothelial cells and mimics ET effects on endothelium disruption [90,91].
This suggests that ET may induce TEM tunnel formation and endothelial permeability,
because PKA activated by cAMP can inhibit RhoA-mediated signaling

ET induces cytoskeleton rearrangement and cell rounding in mammalian kidney
epithelial cell lines HEK193T and Y1 (mouse adrenal cortical cells) and the connective
tissue cell line T24E (mouse embryonic fibroblasts) by generating cAMP and consequently
activating PKA (but not Epac) [92].

4. Actin-Activated Bacterial Toxins
4.1. The Subfamily of ExoY-like Effector Proteins or Effector Modules Found in γ- or
β-Proteobacteria

The Exoenzyme Y (ExoY/Pa-ExoY) was first identified in 1998 as a potent AC secreted
through a type III secretion system (T3SS) by Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. a.) [10]. P. aerugi-
nosa is an opportunistic pathogen that causes severe infections in immune-compromised
individuals. It is an important cause of nosocomial infections, such as pneumonia and in-
fections of the urinary tract, wounds, burns and the bloodstream. P. aeruginosa also displays
exceptional efficiency in colonizing the lungs of cystic fibrosis patients. The presence of
the exoY gene in 98% of clinical P. aeruginosa isolates [12–14] suggests that it contributes
significantly to the dissemination of the bacterium, but its role and underlying molecular
mechanisms of virulence in various cell infections require further clarification [7,93]. The
ExoY protein sequence encoded by different P. aeruginosa strains varies. Sequence variations
can be without consequences on enzymatic activity, modulate it, or even nearly abolish it,
as in the case of the ExoY sequences identified in highly virulent PA14 strains [94,95]. These
variations, which may be a consequence of long-term evolution or short-term adaptation
of P. aeruginosa strains, complicate the identification of the role of Pa-ExoY exotoxins. In a
recent study, we examined the prevalence of ExoY activity in the largely diverse P. aerug-
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inosa isolates of the international P. aeruginosa reference panel [95]. We found that ExoY
GC activity is widespread among P. aeruginosa isolates, including those originating from
cystic fibrosis patients, and that activity levels vary between strains (when measured in
supernatants of bacterial cultures stimulated to secrete T3SS effectors by Ca++ chelation).

Three other exotoxins are secreted by the P. aeruginosa T3SS: ExoS, ExoT and ExoU,
which, like ExoY, must be unfolded to be secreted and pass through the T3SS syringe-like
apparatus, and are activated by eukaryotic cofactors within host cells [11] (Figure 4A).
Bacterial chaperone proteins may thus facilitate secretion of the effectors [11]. Within host
cells, eukaryotic cofactors may additionally function as chaperones. ExoS and ExoT are two
bifunctional toxins with a GTPase–activating protein (GAP) and an ADP-ribosyltransferase
(ADPRT) activity. ExoU has a phospholipase A2 activity, inherent in a patatin-like domain
that releases fatty acids from the sn-2 position of phospholipids. Most P. aeruginosa strains
produce no more than three of the four T3SS-secreted effectors, with ExoS and ExoU
mutually exclusive with exceptions.

More recently, ExoY-like NC modules have been found in some MARTX (Multifunctional-
Autoprocessing Repeats-in-ToXin) or RTX toxins of γ-proteobacteria, including emerging
human or animal pathogens. Functional ExoY-like NC enzymes in pathogens of the
genus Vibrio are one example [15,17,21] (Figure 4B). MARTX/RTX toxins consist of a single
polypeptide chain containing multiple effector domains separated by conserved boundary
domains of repeated sequences. Effector domains vary between bacterial species or even
between strains of the same species [15,16]. They are secreted by bacterial pathogens via
a type I secretion system (T1SS) and bind the host cell membrane, where they form a
pore using their N- and C-terminal domains (Figure 4B). The effector domains are then
translocated through this pore. Once in the host cell, a cysteine protease domain (CPD) of
the MARTX toxin is specifically activated and then releases multiple effector domains of
this toxin, which subsequently disrupt key physiological functions in host cells.
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T3SS of P. aeruginosa. S, secretion signal; CBD, chaperone binding site; PLA2, phospholipase A2;
M, membrane localization domain; GAP, GTPase activating protein activity; ADPRT, ADP-ribosyl
transferase activity; C, cofactor binding site. (B) Domain organization of MARTX toxins secreted by
many bacterial pathogens of the Vibrio genus [15]. (C) Model of the potential interplay between T3SS
effectors of P. aeruginosa. ExoS and ExoT stimulate the inactivation Rho GTPases, which regulate
actin cytoskeleton dynamics, thus leading to its disruption [11,96,97]. ExoS ADP-ribosylates and
inactivates ERM proteins regulating many actin-based processes. ExoY recruitment to F-actin can
disrupt the regulatory functions of cytoskeletal F-actin-binding proteins, such as ADF-mediated
filament disassembly [17]. (D) Model of the potential interplay between the effector domains of
MARTX toxins from Vibrio species. Cell entry mechanism of MARTX toxins is explained in detail in
the text (Section 4.1). ABH, RID and ExoY modules all directly or indirectly impact actin cytoskeleton.
RID-mediated inactivation of Rac1 leads to actin cytoskeleton disruption and inhibits, together with
ABH, pro-inflammatory response [98]. ExoY may also impact actin self-assembly [17,99]. ACD
induces the formation of toxic actin monomers [23,100] that will lead, together with RID, to a
disruption of tight junctions (TJ).

Uncharacterized ExoY-like toxins also exist as individual effector proteins in the
genome of γ-proteobacteria other than P. aeruginosa [17,39]. Based on recent structures of
complexes between G-actin or F-actin and ExoY-like toxins from bacteria of the genus Vibrio
or Pseudomonas [39,101], we present in Figure 5 an updated phylogenetic tree of potential
ExoY-like NC proteins encoded by sequenced bacterial genomes. The homologs that are
listed contain at least part of the residues that are important for a proper recognition
and activation by G- or F-actin [39,101]. Potential ExoY-like NC toxins that are mostly
uncharacterized are found in various γ- or β-proteobacteria, including bacterial strains of
the genera Pseudomonas, Vibrio, Proteus, Aeromonas, Providencia or Burkholderia (Figure 5).
The amino acid sequences of these potential ExoY-like toxins show significant sequence
variations overall and in their NC domain (down to only 35% sequence similarity between
some NC domains, Figure 5). Some of these sequence variations might therefore result in
ExoY-like NC homologues with different functional specificities.

Studies investigating the effects of deletion of the exoY gene in P. aeruginosa strains in
different infection models have so far failed to reach a consensus [7,93]. In contrast, the ExoY
NC effector domain of a MARTX proved essential for virulence of a Vibrio vulnificus (V. v.)
strain that was associated with an outbreak of infections [15]. Some ExoY NC toxins could
thus represent therapeutic targets against bacterial infections. Two ExoY-like NC homologs,
which share only 38% amino acid sequence similarity, have so far been characterized
more extensively at the level of their enzymatic specificities: the archetypal member of the
ExoY-related subfamily Pa-ExoY, and an ExoY-like module present in the MARTX toxin
of Vibrio nigripulchritudo (hereinafter referred to as Vn-ExoY) [17,21]. V. nigripulchritudo
represents an emerging marine pathogen infecting farmed shrimps in New Caledonia and
other regions in the Indo-Pacific, and a human seafood-associated pathogen causing severe
wound and intestinal infections [15]. Pa-ExoY requires F-actin for maximal activation, is
colocalized with F-actin in cells, and its binding to F-actin disturbs the regulated turnover
of F-actin in vitro and in Pa-ExoY-transfected epithelial cells [17]. In contrast, Vn-ExoY is
not activated by F-actin but is activated by G-actin, and the two ExoY-like NCs exhibit very
different substrate specificity as mentioned above (Figure 2) [21]. The selective activation
of ExoY-like homologues by G- or F-actin and their different substrate specificity may lead
to different subcellular localizations in host cells and to the interference with very different
signaling pathways. Actin-activated nucleotidyl cyclase virulence factors may therefore
actually display a great variability of biological effects in infected cells despite sharing a
common activator.
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CaM-activated CyaA and EF and their homologues potentially activated by CaM, was made with
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At the level of their structural organization, Pa-ExoY contains in addition to its con-
served functional NC domain, a short, predicted intrinsically disordered (ID) N-terminal
peptide (residues 1–19) (Figure 2). This extreme N-terminus is far from the interface with G-
or F-actin [39,101]. The corresponding N-terminus of other T3SS exotoxins targets them to
the T3SS. The N-terminal sequence of ExoY was thus proposed to fulfil the same signaling
peptide function (Figure 4A) [11], but this remains to be demonstrated in Pa-ExoY. This
bi-modular structural organization of Pa-ExoY with an ID extreme N-terminus may exist
as well in some of the individual ExoY-like effector proteins, such as in the ExoY proteins
from Aeromonas salmonicida (ID residues 1–34), Providencia stuartii (ID residues 1-28) or
Burkholderia pseudomallei (ID residues 1–25). In the P. aeruginosa T3SS effector ExoS, the
amino acids adjacent to the T3SS target peptide, namely residues 15–51, are thought to bind
to the ExoS chaperone, SpcS [11]. No chaperone has yet been identified for Pa-ExoY.

For ExoY-like effector modules from MARTX/RTX toxins, the exact boundaries of
ExoY-like effector modules after their CPD-mediated release remain poorly defined. There-
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fore, it remains to be seen whether or not released ExoY-like NC effector modules of RTX
or MARTX toxins contain additional functional domains/peptides. All these aspects may
affect the proper release and subcellular localization of ExoY-like NC toxins in host cells
and need to be clarified by further studies.

4.2. Signaling Pathways Disrupted by Pa-ExoY

To date, Pa-ExoY is the only member of the actin-activated ExoY toxins that has been
studied in detail at the cytotoxic level in different cell types. However, its role during
bacterial infections is still debated [7,93]. Recent studies have shown that ExoY promotes
virulence by modulating innate immune responses, as is the case with CyaA and EF
NC toxins. Pa-ExoY reduces the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-1β in the
monocyte cell line THP-1, and in infected epithelial cells (A549, BEAS-2B cell lines) [104]
(Figure 6). This suppressive effect is mediated by the AC activity of Pa-ExoY, which delays
phosphorylation of the IκB kinase (IKK) complex (IKK-αβ) and IκBα degradation, which
in turn leads to delayed activation of NF-κB, a transcription factor that induces IL-1β
expression. IL-1βmaturation requires post-translational cleavage by caspase-1, which is
also inhibited by Pa-ExoY [104,105]. The cAMP-mediated effect that inhibits the activation
of caspase-1 is also responsible for the reduction in pyroptosis. Pyroptosis is a caspase-
1-mediated cell death often triggered by microbial infections [106]. Pa-ExoY also inhibits
secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokine TNFα [107] by THP-1 macrophage and A549 cell
lines. Pa-ExoY inhibits production of these pro-inflammatory cytokines (TNFα and IL-1β)
by blocking activation of the Transforming growth factor beta-Activated Kinase 1, TAK1
(Figure 6). In the TLR pathway, TAK-1 can activate both NF-κB and MAPK pathways (JNK,
p38) to stimulate expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines [108].
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ExoT and ExoS, through the T3SS of P. aeruginosa. F-actin-activated Pa-ExoY can be recruited to
the plasma membrane, to ruffles and to actin cables including stress fibers at vinculin focal adhe-
sions [17]. Pa-ExoY alters F-actin turnover by inhibiting the cooperative binding and activity of ADF
(Actin-Depolymerizing Factor). The Pa-ExoY-mediated increase in cUMP in mouse lungs coincided
temporally with observed clinical alterations observed such as hemorrhage, edema and inhibition of
cytokine production [93]. Pa-ExoY is likely to contribute to suppression of pro-inflammatory response
in different cell types (epithelial cells, immune cells). Pa-ExoY AC activity inhibits production of pro-
inflammatory cytokines (TNFα and IL-1β) by downregulating both NF-κB and AP-1 [104,105,107,108].
The cAMP-PKA signaling induces phosphorylation of the microtubule-associated protein Tau result-
ing in microtubule disassembly and endothelial barrier disruption [43,109–111]. The role of cGMP in
endothelial permeability and barrier disruption remains unclear (red question mark). Physiological
signaling cascades and toxin effects are shown in the same way as in Figure 3.

Studies investigating the effect of deletion of the exoY gene in P. aeruginosa strains in
different infection models have so far failed to reach a consensus [7,93], in part because
expression of ExoY from plasmid with multiple copies compared to a single chromosomal
copy can affect the outcome [93]. In epithelial cells, Pa-ExoY was previously found to
potentially contribute to virulence by mediating bleb-niche formation via its AC activity,
similarly to the ADP-ribosylation activity of ExoS, another T3SS-secreted toxin co-injected
with ExoY [112]. Pa-ExoY-mediated bleb-niche formation may be due to several mech-
anisms: disruption of actin cytoskeleton leading to cell rounding [113] or microtubule
breakdown as described below [109,110]. Further investigations are required to understand
whether bleb-niche formation promotes bacterial trafficking and replication in cells.

In endothelial cells, Pa-ExoY induces a PKA-dependent phosphorylation of microtubule-
associated protein Tau by generating a cytosolic cAMP pool, and leads to the formation
of endothelial gaps [43,109–111] (Figure 6). The effects of Pa-ExoY-AC activity on the
reorganization of the cortical actin rim, which is crucial for maintaining the barrier function
of endothelial cells, is highly controversial. Disruption of the barrier by microtubule
disassembly is accompanied by the reduction in cortical actin and stimulation of stress fiber
formation, leading to gap formation [114]. However, Prasain et al. reported that cytosolic
adenylate cyclase does not reorganize cortical actin into stress fibers but does induce gap
formation and increases permeability [111]. Microtubule breakdown has been associated
with pulmonary edema and impaired vascular repair after lung injury [115]. A recent study
showed that Pa-ExoY plays an important role in converting antimicrobial amyloids into
cytotoxicity prions composed of oligomeric amyloids, including beta amyloid (Aβ) and
tau, thus inhibiting endothelial innate immune response [7,116]. Another study proposed
that the Pa-ExoY-induced the accumulation of caspase-7 outside the cell leads to a cleavage
of Aβ and/or tau oligomers that modulates their cytotoxic potency [117].

As previously mentioned, Pa-ExoY presents a broad substrate specificity and is able to
use non-canonical nucleotides, such as UTP and CTP as substrates (Figure 2). A recent study
suggested that the increase in cUMP induced by Pa-ExoY in infected mouse lungs could
be responsible for Pa-ExoY-mediated pathophysiological changes such as hemorrhage,
interstitial oedema formation and decreased production of proinflammatory cytokines
(TNFα, IL-1β) [93].

4.3. Examples of cAMP-/cGMP-Signaling Directly Affecting the Actin-Cytoskeleton Regulation

The actin cytoskeleton is a frequent target of bacterial pathogens because its organiza-
tion and regulation contribute to important cellular processes. The pathogen manipulates
these processes in various ways to ensure successful infection [100,118–120]. Many actin-
based cellular processes also involve cAMP or cGMP signaling pathways: for example,
the cAMP- and cGMP-dependent kinases PKA and PKG regulate the activity of the actin
elongation factor VASP (vasodilator-simulated phosphoprotein) [121–123], which plays a
crucial role in many cellular processes, including the immune response. Bursts of cAMP
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have also been demonstrated to cause actomyosin redistribution, resulting in trajectory
changes during T-cell migration [124]. The signaling cascade that controls these trajec-
tory changes remains unclear. However, earlier research has supported the idea that the
cAMP/PKA-signaling pathway controls actin-based cell migration [76]. The cAMP effector
Epac, functions as guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) for the small GTPase Rap1.
It has been demonstrated that Epac-induced Rap-1 activation improves endothelial cell
barrier function via an enrichment of cortical actin [125]. According to several studies,
Rap1 appears to be important in the development of cell–cell junctions [126]. By disrupting
cAMP signaling, bacterial AC toxins can directly disrupt the actin cytoskeleton and subvert
it for their own benefit.

The utilization of actin as a cofactor is original among NC toxins, and since the
discovery of this new subfamily of actin-activated ExoY-like toxins, one of the main interests
is to understand why they use actin as a cofactor instead of calmodulin and what virulence
specificities are associated with the use of this atypical cofactor. Could there be additional
cytotoxicity induced by interaction with G- or F-actin independent of NC catalytic activity?
Pa-ExoY can indeed alter F-actin turnover independently of its NC activity in Pa-ExoY-
transfected epithelial cells [17]. Consistent with effects observed in cells, an inactive variant
of Pa-ExoY inhibits the acceleration of F-actin disassembly induced by the regulatory
ABP ADF (actin-depolymerizing factor)/cofilin in vitro [17] or can induce F-actin bundling
in vitro [99]. Our recent biochemical studies of Vn-ExoY have also shown that its interaction
with free or profilin-bound actin affects actin self-assembly dynamics in vitro independently
of the NC activity of this toxin [101].

4.4. Possible Interplays between Actin-Activated NC Toxins and Co-Injected Virulence Factors

Bacterial pathogens secrete various virulence factors that may act sequentially and/or
synergistically in infected cells. Identifying the role and precise mechanisms of actin-
activated ExoY-like NC toxins will require further investigation of their cytotoxicity and
virulence mechanisms, both alone and in combination with co-delivered toxins. Among
the combinations of toxins to explore are bacterial cytoskeletoxins, all of which hijack the
actin cytoskeleton. In P. aeruginosa, the T3SS effectors ExoS, ExoT and ExoY all directly or
indirectly target the actin cytoskeleton [11,17]. ExoS and ExoT interact, for example, through
their Rho GTPase-activating protein (RhoGAP) domain with Rho, Rac and Cdc42 Rho
GTPases, which are central signaling regulators of actin cytoskeleton dynamics [127,128].
The ExoS and ExoT RhoGAP domains thus stimulate the transition from the active GTP-
bound state to the inactive GDP-bound state of Rho GTPases, thereby disrupting the
physiological regulation of the actin cytoskeleton (Figure 4C). This cytoskeleton disruption
leads to cell retraction and endothelial barrier breakdown [96]. The ADPRT domain of ExoS
is also involved in the disruption of the actin cytoskeleton of epithelial cells by inactivating
small GTPases such as Ras, Rac and Cdc42, as well as proteins of the Ezrin, Radixin
and Moesin (ERM) family. This inactivation occurs through the transfer of ADP-ribose
to the target proteins [129] (Figure 4C). These ERM proteins contain an actin-binding C-
terminal domain and are able to regulate many actin-dependent processes such as motility,
phagocytosis and cell adhesion. By targeting these proteins, ExoS can therefore efficiently
disturb the dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton of host cells. However, unlike in epithelial
cells, P. aeruginosa-induced actin cytoskeleton collapse in endothelial cells depends only
on the inactivation of the GTPases Rho, Rac and Cdc42 and not on the inhibition of ERM
proteins [96]. ExoT also has an ADPRT domain, but unlike ExoS, it ADP-ribosylates other
proteins such as the adaptor proteins CT10-regulator of kinase I (Crk-I) and Crk-II. Those
proteins play a key role in signal transduction by mediating assembly of protein complexes.
ADP-ribosylation of Crk-I prevents its association with components of focal adhesions,
p130cas and paxillin, and thereby inhibits cell migration and extracellular matrix–cell
interactions [130–132]. Genome-wide analysis of the response of a human lung epithelial
cell line (A549) to the T3SS exotoxins of P. aeruginosa has shown that ExoS, T and Y elicit a
different host transcriptional response when present in different combinations, suggesting
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a synergistic effect of these exotoxins [133]. This hypothesis is also supported by two
more recent studies in which the authors suggest that there is likely to be an interplay
between T3SS-secreted exotoxins, including Pa-ExoY. Huber et al. showed that Pa-ExoY,
when injected alone, elevates cAMP levels in endothelial cells, which is not the case when
this toxin is co-delivered with ExoS and ExoT [96]. Conversely, P. aeruginosa strains lacking
ExoY are more cytotoxic to infected human lung epithelial cells than those secreting active
ExoY, suggesting that ExoY may partially alleviate the cytotoxic effects of other P. aeruginosa
virulence factors under certain conditions [95].

MARTX effectors may also act in synergy and their virulence could depend on the
effector modules that they co-deliver. In V. cholerae, it has been demonstrated with that its
MARTX toxin cytotoxicity is indeed the result of an interplay between some of its enzymatic
effectors. First, the actin cross-linking domain (ACD) directly affects the actin cytoskeleton
by inducing the formation of an isopeptide bond between actin monomers, resulting in
actin oligomers that are not functional for actin polymerization [100,119] (Figure 4D). In
T84 polarized epithelial cells, the delivery of ACD results in disruption of tight junctions,
loosening the epithelial monolayer [16]. This loss of the trans-epithelial resistance (TEER) is
also induced by a second effector domain, the Rho-inactivation domain (RID), which indi-
rectly disrupts the actin cytoskeleton [16]. RID is a Nε-fatty acyltransferase that covalently
modifies, by adding a fatty acid, the lysine residues in the C-terminal region of Rho GTPases
such as Rac1, RhoA and Cdc42 [134]. Inactivation of Rac1 (and other Rho GTPases) by RID
results in actin cytoskeleton disruption and suppresses the ACD-induced proinflammatory
response (IL-8 and CXCL8) by blocking MAPK signaling pathways [98] (Figure 4D). A third
enzymatic effector, the α/β hydrolase domain (ABH), is also involved in the inhibition
of the proinflammatory response. ABH is a phospholipase A1 that cleaves phosphatidyli-
nositol 3-phosphate (PI3P), resulting in altered lipid homeostasis. This process indirectly
inhibits Rac1 as well and consequently, prevents the proinflammatory response, which is
activated by ACD-induced cytoskeletal disruption [98] (Figure 4D). ABH has been shown to
strongly increase the levels of activated Cdc42 when the effector is injected alone, whereas
this effect is smaller when it is co-delivered with RID [98]. A potential interplay between
RID, ACD and ExoY has been previously suggested [135]: RID and ACD, by stimulating
actin depolymerization, could promote activation of ExoY. In V. nigripulchritudo, the ExoY
effector module that is co-delivered with RID is indeed selectively activated by G-actin
(Figure 4B,D) [135]. The effects of Vn-ExoY on the actin cytoskeleton need further eluci-
dation. Taken together, these results suggest that the cytotoxicity of the MARTX effector
modules, including those of ExoY-NC modules from MARTX/RTX, will most likely be
modulated by the other effector domains co-injected into host cells.

5. Structural Models for the Activation and Catalytic Mechanisms of CaM- and
Actin-Activated AC Toxins

Invasive bacterial NC toxins have no structural homology with the widespread class
III of mammalian dimeric adenylyl or guanylyl cyclases (AC/GC) [37,38,136–141]. NC
toxins may thus represent potential drug targets to specifically fight bacterial infections.
Class III ACs have been more extensively characterized at the enzymatic level because
they play an important role in many cellular processes and constitute relevant therapeutic
targets for various human pathologies associated with cAMP-signaling dysregulation [142].
They represent interesting prototypes for analyzing how the active site of other enzymes of
the NC family is built, modulated by activators, and may catalyze the cyclization reaction.
Understanding their functional similarities and differences to class II ACs (i.e., NC toxins)
may help determine how to specifically inhibit invasive bacterial NC toxins.

5.1. Models for the Activation of Class III ACs

NC, like other enzymes involved in phosphoryl transfer reactions, require one or more
divalent metal cations as cofactors with nucleotide triphosphate substrates for catalytic
activity [31,37,138–140]. The active site of class III tmAC/sAC is built at the interface
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of their conserved dimeric catalytic core architecture (corresponding to the cytosolic ho-
mologous catalytic domains C1a and C2a in the single protein chain of tmAC, Figure 1).
Their two homologous catalytic domains are required to bind and properly stabilize the
substrate ATP and metal ions, and to catalyze the cyclization reaction. The binding of
GTP-Gαs heterotrimeric subunit for tmAC or bicarbonate for bicarbonate-responsive sAC
to allosteric or adjacent second sites, respectively, activate their two homologous catalytic
domains [33,136,138,143,144]. Structural studies suggest that tmAC or sAC undergo a
transition from an open to a closed conformational state upon nucleotide binding, activa-
tion, and/or catalysis [33,136,138,143,144]. In tmAC, the AC C1/C2 heterodimer has not
yet been captured in its inactive state to validate the different steps of transition between
the inactive/open and active/closed states of C1 and C2. Models for the catalytic site
activation are based on conformational changes observed between the structures of the
tmAC C1-C2 tandem, activated and stabilized by GTP-Gαs and forskolin, with or without
nucleotide ligands. ATP binding has been proposed to induce a collapse of the active site
loops and sidechains of C1 and C2 around the substrate ATP, and the distant binding of
Gαs to facilitate or stabilize the collapse to form a competent active site (detailed below in
Section 5.3) [136,143]. In bicarbonate-responsive sAC, the binding of non-cyclizable ATP
analogues (AMPcPP or Rp-ATPαS) with 1 or 2 metal ions was not sufficient for active
site closure and stabilization of two metals in the active site [33]. The transient binding of
bicarbonate has been proposed here to enable rearrangements of active site residues that
favor metal binding, induce the open-closed transition in the presence of ATP and metals
and/or support product release [33,138].

5.2. Models for the Activation of Bacterial NC Toxins (i.e., Class II ACs)

For bacterial NC toxins, recent structural studies suggest that the structurally-related
catalytic domains of EF, CyaA and ExoY-like NCs share a similar allosteric mechanism
of activation by calmodulin (CaM) or actin, although these cofactors are very different
in size and folding. Structural studies on CaM-activated EF and CyaA provided the first
insights into how the cofactor binding triggers allosteric activation of their monomeric
catalytic domain. The catalytic NC domain of EF, CyaA or ExoY-like toxins can be divided
structurally into two subdomains, CA and CB, with the catalytic site located in a groove
at their interface (Figure 7A-1) [37,38,137]. In the inactive state of free EF, an important
loop from its active site called switch B (residues 578-591 in EF, 299-311 in CyaA, 292-306
in Pa-ExoY) is disordered [37]. Switch B is located in EF subdomain CA at the interface
of CA and CB subdomains. It provides important ATP- and Mg2+-binding residues after
activation (as described in Section 5.4) and has been proposed to act as a catalytic loop.
The intrinsic disorder in switch B was therefore proposed to underlie the low basal NC
activity of free NC toxins. Two neighboring regions of switch B, called switch A (residues
502-551 in EF and 199-274 in CyaA) and C (residues 630-658 in EF, 348-364 in CyaA) are
also important in subdomain CA (Figures 2 and 7A-1) because they built the toxin-cofactor
recognition interface of EF and CyaA with CaM [37,137]. In free EF, they both adopt a
conformation away from switch B that is stabilized by the C-terminal helical domain of
EF (residues 659-800). The latter is not present in CyaA or ExoY-like catalytic domains
(Figure 2). Activation of EF or CyaA by CaM has been proposed to rely only on a CaM-
induced movement of switch A and C towards the catalytic site [6,37,137]. This in turn
stabilizes switch B and ATP-binding to promote a catalytically competent form of the
enzyme (Figure 7A-2). In another study, a similar allosteric activation-by-stabilization
mechanism was recently proposed for actin-activated NC toxins [39]. The structure of free
Pa-ExoY was first solved using limited proteolysis of Pa-ExoY for crystallization [38]. In
this inactive conformation of free Pa-ExoY, the absence of well-defined electron density for
switches A, B and C suggested that these regions were either mobile, disordered and/or
partially proteolyzed (Figure 7B-1). Additional insights have recently been provided by the
cryo-EM structures of F- and G-actin-activated ExoY from P. aeruginosa and V. vulnificus
(Vv-ExoY) determined at 3.2 and 3.9 Å resolution, respectively [39]. We also obtained
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different structural snapshots of Vn-ExoY interaction and activation mechanism by G-actin-
ATP or -ADP at resolutions between 2 and 1.7 Å [101]. All these structures show that F-
or G-actin-activated ExoY homologs use the same contacting regions with actin subunits
as EF or CyaA with CaM, i.e., their switches A and C (Figure 7B-2), called sensor and
anchor regions in [39], respectively. Molecular dynamics simulations on the structure of
Pa-ExoY bound or unbound to F-actin suggest that its two switch regions, A and C, are
highly flexible regions when the F-actin-activated structure of Pa-ExoY is unbound, and
that changes at switch A and C are transmitted to the nucleotide-binding pocket [39].
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Figure 7. Allosteric activation mechanism of bacterial NC toxins by calmodulin (A) or F-actin (B) by
stabilization of their nucleotide-binding pocket and catalytic site upon interaction with their cofactor.
(A) The upper panel represents the different conformations of EF NC toxin during its activation
process: (A-1) Free, inactive EF (PDB: 1k8t) [37]; in the absence of CaM, switch B is disordered (cyan
dashed line). (A-2) CaM-activated EF with 3′dATP and a single metal ion Yb3+ in its active site
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(PDB: 1k90) [37]. CaM (white) inserts itself between the adenylate cyclase domain EF–AC domain
(yellow) and the helical domain (green) of EF. The lower panel represents respective schematic
models: CaM binding induces a large conformational movement of the interface regions switch A
(dark blue) and C (purple) resulting in the stabilization of switch B, which contains residues that
either bind ATP directly or stabilize catalytic residues in the groove between CA and CB domains [37].
The conformation of switch A and C regions in the absence of CaM are shown in blue and purple
dashed lines respectively. (B) (B-1) Structure of free, inactive Pa-ExoY crystallized by limited in
situ proteolysis (PDB: 5xnw) [38] with its switch regions, which are partially proteolyzed, dynamic
or disordered in the crystal structure, shown in dashed lines. (B-2) Structure of F-actin-activated
Pa-ExoY with 3′dGTP and a single metal ion Mg2+ in its active site solved by cryo-electron microscopy
(PDB: code: 7p1g) [39].

All these structural studies, together with mutational and biochemical analyses
(Refs. [29,30,32,33,37,137,143,145–147]), provide key insights into how the overall structures
and catalytic sites of class III and class II AC are organized and modulated by their different
activators to evolve towards catalysis. However, many important aspects of their catalysis
remain debated or elusive, including the exact sequence of structural rearrangements dur-
ing the inactive-to-active transition of their catalytic site, during substrate and metal ion
binding, the cyclization reaction and product dissociation, or concerning the main reaction
pathway(s) for catalysis and the role of AC residues and metal ions during each step of the
reaction [138,148–150].

5.3. Models for the Catalytic Mechanism of Class III ACs

Once AC enzymes are stabilized in a competent catalytic form by their cofactor(s),
the catalytic reaction can take place. The following steps in the catalytic reaction were
proposed in studies [136,138,148–150]: (1) deprotonation of the 3′ hydroxyl group (3′OH) of
ATP ribose (Figure 8A); (2a) in-line nucleophilic attack of activated 3′OH on α-phosphate;
(2b) stabilization of the transition state at the α-phosphate, most likely a pentavalent
phosphate intermediate; (3) product formation and stabilization of the new negative charges
on the pyrophosphate leaving group; and possibly (4) efficient release of the products to
reinitiate the reaction. How the catalytic site of cofactor-bound NC toxins is tuned for and
contributes in each of these different steps will require further investigations.

Class III tmAC/sAC use a two-metal ion catalytic mechanism, where the substrate
ATP is associated to two metal ion cofactors (Mg2+ or Ca2+) for catalysis [33,138,143]. The
cyclization reaction catalyzed by class III ACs can follow different reaction pathways,
including a stepwise associative, stepwise dissociative or concerted mechanism [148]. In
tmAC, the active site closure involves an inward collapse of several structural elements of
C1 and C2 towards the active site, which decreases the distance between the purine-binding
pocket and the phosphate-binding loop. This allows a simultaneous binding of the purine
and phosphate moiety of ATP in the catalytic site [136,143,151]. The coordination of the
ribose and adenine base is then provided by residues from C2, that of metals by residues
from C1 and that of the phosphates by residues from both C1 and C2 (Figure 8A).
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Figure 8. Structural model of the catalytic site of bacterial NC toxins and mammalian tmAC in
the presence of ATP or GTP substrate analogues. (A) Simulated structural model of the catalytic
site of the mammalian type V AC C1/type II AC C2 heterodimer in the presence of ATP based
on the interactions seen with the non-cyclizable substrate analogue RP-ATPαS bound with two
ion metals (PDB: 1CJK) [143]. The main steps 1, 2 and 3 of the cyclization reaction (to see text in
Section 5.3) are indicated by red arrows. (B–D) The active site of CaM-activated EF structure with
(B) the non-cyclizable ATP analogue AMPcPP and a single Yb3+ metal ion in PDB: 1S26 [31]. (C) The
non-cyclizable ATP analogue 3′dATP and a single Yb3+ metal ion in PDB: 1K90 [37]. (D) 3′dATP and
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two Mg2+ metal ions in PDB: 1XFV [137]. (E) The active site of F- actin-activated Pa-ExoY with the
non-cyclizable GTP analogue 3′dGTP and a single Mg2+ metal ion in PDB: 7P1G [39]. Thresholds
used for detection of the interactions are those from PLIP (protein-ligand interaction profiler) web
service [152].

Several conserved residues and interactions in class III tmACs and sAC have been
proposed to be essential for catalysis and can serve as models to study the catalytic site of
NC toxins. The two metal ions are anchored by two aspartates (D396 and D440 in type
V AC C1, referred as D396-D440tmAC-VC1) that are invariant among both class III and II
ACs. In human sAC, the aspartate equivalent to D440tmAC-VC1, which is D99 (D99sAC-C1),
is reoriented by bicarbonate transient binding allowing ion site formation [138]. The two
metals are referred to as metal ion A and B. Metal ion A is localized closer to the ribose and
coordinates the α-phosphate, whereas metal ion B coordinates the γ- and β-phosphates,
and sometimes also the α-phosphate [138,143,148]. Ion A has been proposed as being par-
ticularly important for coordinating and polarizing the 3′OH to facilitate its deprotonation,
ion B for substrate binding and stabilizing the conformation of the triphosphate moiety.
In a computational investigation, both contributed to the steps of proton and phosphoryl
transfer in the proposed most probable reaction path [148]. For the ribose moiety, the
active site closure leads Asn1025tmAC-IIC2 (Asn412C2sAC-C2/Asn1146cyanobacterial-sAC-C2 in
human and cyanobacterial sAC, respectively) [33,138,143] to form a hydrogen bond with
ribose ring oxygen O4’, which is believed to be important for the correct positioning of
the ribose during catalysis. For the triphosphate moiety, the collapse brings conserved
positively charged residues close to the substrate (Arg1029tmAC-IIC2, Lys1065tmAC-IIC2 and
Arg484tmAC-VC1, Figure 8A) that help, together with metal ions A and B, to bind the neg-
atively charged triphosphate moiety of ATP, stabilize the transition state of the reaction
and neutralize the negative charge on the PPi leaving group [33,138,139,141,143,148,153].
A computational study based on the structure of activated C1-C2 catalytic tandem of
tmAC bound to ATPαS and 2 metal ions [143] provided valuable insights into the most
probable catalytic mechanism and role of C1 and C2 residues and metals during different
steps of the reaction [148]. For the initial deprotonation of 3′OH, the substrate ATP itself
has been proposed to function as a general base, with water-mediated transfer of the
3′H to the γ-phosphate [148]. The analysis suggests that Mg2+

A is important for coordi-
nating and polarizing the 3′OH of ATP to facilitate its deprotonation. Lys1065tmAC-IIC2

(Lys451sAC-C2/Lys1184cyanobacterial-sAC-C2), which coordinates the β- and γ-phosphates in
the initial enzyme/substrate state (Figure 8A), may play a significant role in catalyzing this
first step of water-mediated transfer of the 3′H to the γ-phosphate. In addition to K1065, the
triphosphate coordination by D396D440tmAC-VC1, Mg2+

A and Mg2+
B are also critical for the

first and subsequent steps. Proton transfer is indeed followed by changes in coordination of
the two metal ions and in the conformation of ATP, before a proposed concerted phosphoryl
transfer step occurs. Arg1029tmAC-IIC2 (Arg416sAC-C2/Arg1150cyanobacterial-sAC-C2), which
coordinates the α- and β-phosphates in the initial enzyme/substrate state (Figure 8A), was
eventually proposed to play a significant role in catalyzing the phosphoryl transfer [148].

5.4. Models for the Catalytic Mechanism of Bacterial NC Toxins

The catalytic mechanism of CaM-activated class II ACs toxins remains more debated
because the structures of CaM- or F-actin-activated NC toxins with substrate analogues
show different arrangements of their active site concerning the number of ions present,
their position and coordination geometries and the conformation of substrate analogues,
as illustrated in Figure 8B–D [31,37,39,137]. The competent conformation for the cycliza-
tion reaction of the active site of active NC toxins thus remains equivocal, and to date
appears to be only remotely related to that of class III adenylate cyclases. Structures of
CaM-activated EF bound to non-cyclizable ATP analogs have been solved with one, two
(Figure 8B–D) [31,37,137] or a mixture of one and two metal ions with cAMP and PPi [31].
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For actin-activated ExoY NC toxins, the recent cryo-EM structure of F-actin-activated Pa-
ExoY shows the toxin active site filled with a non-cyclizable GTP analog associated with a
single metal ion [39] (Figure 8E). Whether actin- or calmodulin-activated NC toxins catalyze
the cyclization reaction in the same way and with how many ions, and what the nature
and role of their catalytic base is and if their catalytic reaction differs from that of class
III ACs with their reaction pathway, await further investigations. Computational studies
have suggested that EF may efficiently catalyze the cyclization reaction with one or two
metal ions [149,150], using a quasi-concerted catalytic mechanism with two Mg2+ [149],
or highly associative mechanisms with one or two Mg2+ [150]. It has been proposed that
the two-metal catalytic mechanism involves metal-assisted transfer of O3′ proton to the
bulk aqueous solution [149]. Alternatively, the one-metal catalysis may rely on a high
conformational flexibility and the presence of His351 in EF active site [150]. His351 can
coordinate the 3′OH of ATP [37] (Figure 8C) and may act as general base to initiate its
deprotonation in the EF active site [37,149,150].

The large heterogeneity in the active site of the structures described above prevents
the precise identification of the role of residues in the catalytic reaction. However, these
studies allow the identification of some common elements in the active site interactions of
NC toxins and class III ACs. As in class III ACs, interactions with the phosphate, ribose and
purine groups of the substrate and metals are distributed between different subdomains of
the NC toxin that undergo conformational changes, some of which occur upon cofactor
binding. The switch B interactions with the substrate analogs and metals are the most
conserved, which confirms switch B importance for cofactor-mediated stimulation and
catalysis [6]. In the activated conformations of EF and Pa-ExoY shown in Figure 8B–E, the
switch B is always interacting with a metal ion in the active site, the ribose and/or purine
base. The metal, which is difficult to assign as metal A or B, is coordinated by the conserved
His577 of EF switch B or the equivalent H291 of Pa-ExoY. Mutating EF His577 to Ala or Asn
causes a 170-fold reduction in EF catalytic activity [37]. Another notable conserved residue
of switch B is Asn583EF or Asn297Pa-ExoY. Mutating Asn583 to Ala, Gln or His in EF switch
B causes at least a two-fold reduction in EF catalytic activity, highlighting the importance of
the precise coordination of the Asn583 side chain [37]. This is reminiscent of the importance
of Asn1025tmAC-IIC2 in class III AC for the ribose correct positioning during catalysis. How-
ever, the interaction of this conserved asparagine of switch B (Asn583EF/Asn297Pa-ExoY)
with the ribose of the ATP analog is different from that provided by Asn1025tmAC-IIC2, and
versatile in the active site of CaM- or F-actin-bound NC toxins. Its interaction with the
ribose emerges clearly only in the structure of CaM-bound EF with AMPcPP (Figure 8B).
The interactions with the purine base are specifically provided by C2 residues in tmAC,
whose position in the class III AC catalytic center is modulated by the binding of activators
and/or substrate. Here, these interactions are provided either by switch A that is indeed
recognized and rearranged by the cofactor (in blue in Figure 8B–E), or by the CB subdomain
(in orange in Figure 8B), whose conformation does not depend on the cofactor in a trivial
way, except perhaps through an allosteric communication still to be defined. The two
invariant aspartates (D491-D493EF/D212-D214Pa-ExoY) that anchor one or two metals in the
active site are provided by CA subdomain, which also stabilizes the phosphate moiety via a
conserved positively charged residue (R329EF/R64Pa-ExoY), as C1 in tmAC. Conserved posi-
tively charged residues around the substrate that may mimic the role of Arg1029tmAC-IIC2,
Lys1065tmAC-IIC2 and Arg484tmAC-VC1 in tmAC (Figure 8A) are distributed between CA
and CB subdomains of NC toxins (Figure 8B–E). A notable conserved interaction with the
α-phosphate is provided by the conserved Lys346EF/Lys81Pa-ExoY, which belongs to the
conserved ATP-binding motif I of NC toxins [10] in their CA subdomain. This conserved
lysine may act like Arg1029tmAC-IIC2 in class III AC (role in catalysing the phosphoryl
transfer step) [148]. The conserved lysine in motif I (Lys346EF/Lys81Pa-ExoY) is frequently
mutated to Met to inactivate the NC toxins [10,146] for cell biology studies. However,
full inactivation of the NC toxins requires a double mutation in motif I, K346M-K353M
in EF or K81M-K88M in Pa-ExoY [21], suggesting that this second conserved Lys is im-
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portant in other steps of the cyclization reaction. The coordination provided by Lys353EF

or Lys88Pa-ExoY is more versatile in the available structures, where the lysines coordinate
either the α- and/or γ-phosphates (Figure 8B–E). This second conserved lysine belongs to
CB subdomain, which was observed to rotate as a rigid body relative to CA between the
structures of CaM-bound EF and CyA [137]. The lysine belongs therefore to another mobile
region of the active site and could act as Lys1065tmAC-IIC2 in class III ACs in the hypothesis
of a two-ion catalytic mechanism. In the hypothesis of a single-ion catalytic mechanism,
its role remains to be determined. It also remains to be better understood how NC toxins
can display higher catalytic rates than class III ACs [6,17,30–33,37,144,150]. It has been
proposed that the greater flexibility of their active site as illustrated in Figure 8 allows the
sampling of lower-energy conformations and might represent an entropic advantage for
catalytic efficiency [150]. Further investigations are needed to clarify all outstanding ques-
tions raised in this paragraph regarding the active site dynamics and catalytic mechanism(s)
of activated NC toxins.

6. Development of Selective Inhibitors of Bacterial AC Toxins

Structural differences between class II bacterial AC toxins and class III mammalian
AC (tmAC or sAC), e.g., differences between their catalytic sites, play an important role
in the development of selective inhibitors of CaM-activated EF and CyaA toxins [154].
Inhibitors that target and block the catalytic site of bacterial toxins have been sought. P-
site inhibitors have been identified early, first as small molecules capable of inhibiting
cAMP production in cells [155]. P-site inhibitors are inhibitors that require the presence
of an intact adenine ring, and in addition, for efficient inhibition a polyphosphate tail or
pyrophosphate [144,151]. They have been found to progressively bind directly to tmAC by
targeting one of the two distinct adenosine-sensitive sites of their purified C1-C2 tandem,
which was designated as P-site [155]. By binding to the catalytic site of tmAC, these
adenosine nucleotide analogues (3′-nucleoside mono-, di-, -triphosphates) decrease the AC
activity through an uncompetitive or competitive inhibition mechanism with respect to
the substrate ATP or the products cAMP and pyrophosphate, respectively [151]. However,
P-site inhibitors decrease the AC activity of CaM-activated toxins EF and CyaA in a less
potent manner [156]. The most potent inhibitor of EF (Ki = 27 nM in vitro) and CyaA
(Ki = 25 nM) is adefovir diphosphate (PMEApp) [157,158], the active metabolite of adefovir
dipivoxil, an approved drug used for therapy in the treatment of chronic hepatitis B. This
molecule also competes with the binding of natural substrate ATP to EF or CyaA displaying
a stronger affinity for their AC domain than the ATP substrate [157]. A major issue of the
inhibitors targeting the catalytic site is the difficulty to develop molecules that are highly
selective of bacterial AC toxins relative to Class III ACs.

Inhibitors targeting the EF- or CyaA-CaM interface have also been developed. In
a morphology-based assay conducted by the group of W.J. Tang, in which more than
10,000 compounds were tested [159], 4-[4-(4-nitrophenyl)-thiazolylamino]-benzene-sulfonamide
was found to inhibit the interaction of CaM with both CyaA and EF (IC50 of 10 µM for
EF) [159]. This molecule binds to the helical domain of EF and the interface between this
domain and the catalytic core of EF therefore disrupting EF–CaM interaction. One of the
drawbacks of this chemical is the fact that it presents substantial cytotoxic effects, making
it unsuitable for therapeutic usage [159].

Targeting the catalytic site and the EF/CaM interaction were the two major approaches
used in the development of inhibitors against CaM-activated toxins. A more recent ap-
proach is to develop allosteric inhibitors that bind to sites other than the catalytic and
CaM contact sites that are unique to these bacterial AC toxins. In one study, modeling the
transition between inactive and CaM-activated EF conformations [160] allowed the identifi-
cation of potential sites that could impact EF activation. A series of thiophene derivatives
were identified, of which the most potent compound inhibited EF activity (IC50 = 2 µM),
thus less effectively than PMEApp [160]. These bacterial structurally-related AC toxins of
the class II could represent potential drug targets to combat various bacterial infections.
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For these compounds to be used in clinic, many issues need to be solved, including their
selectivity relative to all mammalian AC and GC enzymes, toxicity and solubility [161].

It will be interesting to determine whether some of these compounds developed
against CaM-activated toxins can also lead to inhibition of actin-activated ExoY-like toxins
found in bacteria that are important human and animal pathogens. Successful in estab-
lishing infections of immunocompromised patients and difficult to treat due to multidrug
resistance [14], P. aeruginosa ranks among the WHO’s top priority pathogens. P. aeruginosa
strains with a functional T3SS cause a higher bacterial burden and mortality in acute respira-
tory infections [162]. Among the T3SS effectors of P. aeruginosa, ExoY is one of the two most
prevalent exotoxins with ExoT encoded in the genomes of clinical (nosocomial or chronic CF
infections) and environmental P. aeruginosa isolates [12–14], suggesting an important role of
Pa-ExoY in bacterial dissemination and survival. As outlined above, recent studies suggest
that Pa-ExoY contributes to deteriorate the host immune response [93,104,107,116] and to
acute lung infections [93,115–117]. ExoY effector proteins/modules are present among the
virulence arsenal of various γ- or β-proteobacteria (Figures 4 and 5), which are responsible
for various infections in human or animals. In wound infections by Vibrio vulnificus, a
potentially life-threatening emergent human pathogen, the MARTX effector module Vv-
ExoY MARTX has been found to be essential for bacterial virulence [15]. An ExoY-like
toxin is also found in Burkholderia pseudomallei (Figure 5). The latter is the causative agent
of melioidosis, which affects both humans and animals and is considered as a potential
bioterror agent [163]. There is thus an urgent need to explore the potential of actin-activated
NC toxins as drug target against P. aeruginosa, Vibrio, Providencia, Proteus or Burkholderia
strains that can secrete ExoY-like toxins and are involved in severe chronic, nosocomial,
wound- or burn-associated infections. In the future, inhibitors of CaM- and actin-activated
toxins may be used as a potential adjunctive therapy for various infectious diseases.

7. Conclusions

Although important eukaryotic signaling pathways manipulated by bacterial nu-
cleotidyl cyclase toxins have been identified, there is still much to be learned about their
spectrum of cytotoxicity, the details of the effectors and signaling pathways involved, as
well as virulence mechanisms of different bacterial species and biotypes in different eukary-
otic cell types. Additional biochemical, structural and computational investigations are also
required to understand how the catalytic machinery and active sites of bacterial NCs work
in detail at each step of the reaction and in a more efficient and toxic manner compared to
mammalian adenylate and guanylate cyclases. These elements will be important to search
for specific inhibition mechanisms against bacterial NC toxins that prove to be essential for
bacterial virulence [15]. These toxins represent sophisticated offensive weapons available
to pathogens. They may also represent interesting molecular tools to investigate how
canonical and non-canonical cNMPs regulate basic cellular and metabolic processes in
different subcellular compartments. Interestingly, a recent study has shown that cCMP
and cUMP are produced in Gram-negative bacteria following phage infection to mediate
bacterial immunity against the bacterial viruses [164]. Studies on the virulence mecha-
nisms of bacterial NC toxins in various bacterial infections and eukaryotic cells may thus
contribute to the identification of signaling pathways that depend on these non-canonical
secondary messengers.
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Abbreviations

3′dATP 3’-Deoxyadenosine-5’-Triphosphate or Cordycepin triphosphate
3′dGTP 3’-Deoxyguanosine-5’-Triphosphate
ABH α/β hydrolase domain
AC Adenylate Cyclase
ACD Actin cross-linking domain
AMPcPP Adenosine-5’-[(α,β)-methyleno]triphosphate
CaM Calmodulin, a signaling Ca2+-binding protein
cAMP 3′,5′-cyclic adenosine monophosphate
cCMP 3′,5′-cyclic cytidine monophosphate
cGMP 3′,5′-cyclic guanosine monophosphate
cNMPs 3′,5′-cyclic nucleotide monophosphates
CREB cAMP response element-binding protein
cUMP 3′,5′-cyclic uridine monophosphate
EDIN Epidermal cell Differentiation INhibitor
EF Edema Factor from Bacillus anthracis
ERK Extracellular signal-regulated kinase
ExoY Exoenzyme Y
ET Edema toxin from Bacillus anthracis
GAP GTPase-accelerating protein
GC Guanylate Cyclase
GEF Guanine exchange factor
GPCR Transmembrane G Protein-Coupled Receptors
JNK Jun N-terminal kinase
LT Lethal toxin from Bacillus anthracis
MAPK Mitogen-activated protein kinase
MARTX Multifunctional-autoprocessing repeats-in-toxin toxin
MEK Mitogen-activated protein kinase
NC Nucleotide Cyclase
P. a. Pseudomonas aeruginosa
PA Protective antigen exoprotein from Bacillus anthracis
PDE Phosphodiesterase
PKA Protein kinase A, also known as cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase
PKG Protein kinase G, also known as cyclic GMP-dependent protein kinase
PMEApp Adefovir diphosphate or 9-(2-(phosphonomethoxy)ethyl)adenine diphosphate
PPi Pyrophosphate
RID Rho-inactivation domain from MARTX/RTX toxin
ROS Reactive oxygen species
Rp-ATPaS Rp isomer of Adenosine-5’-(α-thio)-triphosphate
RTX Repeats-in-toxin exoproteins
sAC Soluble class III Adenylate Cyclase
T1SS Bacterial type I secretion system
T3SS Bacterial type III secretion system
TAk1 Transforming growth factor beta-Activated Kinase
tmAC Transmembrane class III Adenylate Cyclase
V. n. Vibrionigripulchritudo
V. v. Vibriovulnificus
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